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ON A GAME OF OPTIMAL PURSUIT OF AN OBJECT BY TWO OTHERS* 

A.G. PASHKOV and S.D. TEREKBOV 

A game problem of the simple pursuit of one object by two others, the former 
having a speed advantage , is analyzed. The duration of the game is fixed. 
The payoff functional is the distance between the object being pursued and 
the pursuer closest to it when the game terminates. Similar problems were 
examined in /l-7/. 

The motion of pursuers Pi (y@)) is described by the equations 

(1) 

The object E(z) being pursued moves in accordance with the equations 

21 *= VI, z*'=L't; I u I <Y, Y ; p (u = {v,, u*}). (21 

Here IL(~), v are the control vector. The time the game ends t= 6 is fixed. The game's pay- 
off y is the distance between the object being pursued and the pursuer closest to it at the 
instant t = fl, i.e., 

y = min (.21(6) - &’ (9))l + (22 (it) - yP’ (u))2]“’ (3) 

ez Henceforth we will assume that / p,"P," I> 0. The case 

PI0 = p,'will be considered separately. In a plane we set up 
a fixed rectangular system of coordinates with axes*, and g2. 
We direct the abscissa axisq,from the initial position of the 
first pursuer PI" (YQ(") to the initial position of the 
second pursuer P2” (yn(*)). We direct the ordinate axis Qz through 

G 
the midpoint of the segment LP1’P2’] perpendicular to it, so 
as to obtain a right-oriented system of coordinates (Fig.1). 
The domain of attainability c:Ci) (t, Y(i),@) of the objects P, 

% (i=1,2) f rom the position (t, YC') (t)} by the instant t =6 is 
a circle of radius r(t)= ~(6 - t) with centre at the point 

(Y(') (1)). The domain of attainability G (t, I, 6) of the object 
E from position {t,z (1)) is a circle of radius R (t) = V (6 - t) 

Fig.1 with centre at the point (z (t)}. Suppose that at some instant 
t the object Pi (i = 1, 2) is at the position {Yl(') (t), Y,") (t)), 

y,'l) (t) = -y,c*J (t), Y,Cl' (t) = Yz(:) (t). At the instant t the object E is at position {Z1 (t), Z2 (t)). 
The attainability domain G (t, z(t), 13) of the one being pursued intersects the axis q2 at the 
points A* (0, 9') and A,(O, 9*) (Fig-l) 

9* = 2: (t) + ((v (tt - t))' - 212 (t))"' (4) 

9, = Z? (t) - ((v (r, - t))e - zlz (f)) "l 

We see that the distances between the pursuers Piand the points A*,A,satisfy the following 
relations: sign (I PiA* 1 - I PIA, I)- sign (z, (t) - Yz(') (t)). 

It can be shown that the optimal programmed strategy for object E to evade pursuers Pi 
at the instant t =6 fram a specified initial position {to, z,,} will be the extremal control 

" (t) (to Q t < fi) directed towards the point A*if 

z2 (&I) - Yz(') (to) > 0 
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and towards the pointA,if 

z* (&I) - Y,(i) GO) < 0 

The positions for which 

z* 0) = Y*(') (t), I 21 (4 I < I II,(‘) w I 

form a singular set S. The two extremal aiming points A* andA,correspond to points of the 
set S. In this case the optimal programmed evasion strategy of object E consists of the two 
extremal controls Ul 0) and V* (t) (to < t <<) directed towards the points A* and A,, respect- 
ively. Player E can choose any one of them. 

First let us determine the programmed maximin y* for the differential game (l)-_(3). In 
this case, when at the initial instant to object E is inside the domain Q(&,) bounded by the 
segments PI”A,, P,‘A* (i = 1, 2) , i.e., when the inequalities 

v (@ - to) > 1% (t(l) I (5) 

[(v (@ - t,))* - zl* (to)l”*(zl (to))-’ >, 
w (6 - to))* - (21 (to))*)“* + z, 0,) - !I*(‘) (to)) I Y,(‘) (to) I’ 

are satisfied the programmed maximin has the form 

Y* = no;; n$ y = mar (Try Ye); y1 = cp (sr*), y2 = cp (q*) 

m (q) = ((Y*(') (&I) - 4)* + (Yl(') (to))*)"z - I_L (8 - 1) 

(6) 

If inequality (5) is not satisfied, object E lies outside the domain Q(t*). (In parti- 
cular, this case holds if the attainability domain of object E does not intersect the q* axis.) 
Here the game (l)-_(3) degenerates into a game with one evader and one pursuer, considered, 
for example, in /l/. In this case we find that the programmed maximin has the form 

Finally, if 1 P,P, 1 = 0, 

y* = ((z,O - y;(‘))* + (z,” - y;(i))*)r/* + (v - p)(t) - to) (7) 

then 

Y; = ((*,O - Y,"Y + (z," - YPW" + (v - P)(@ - to) (8) 
&" = $" = $21, !/*a = $1) = $*') 

It can be verified, for positions of player E for which the second inequality in (5) becomes 
an equality (i.e., E is located on one of the edges of.the quadrangle P,A+PrQ.), that func- 
tions (6) and (7) are equal together with all their derivatives. Thus, expressions (6) and (7) 
define a continuous function yr 20 continuously differentiable for to < t<@ everywhere 
except the set S. 

Below we shall prove that the programmed maximin y* is identical with the value of differ- 
ential game (l)-_(3). When proving this fact we take advantage of the following circumstance. 
Consider a differential game in which (1) is replaced by the equation 

y;"' = y, $1) = u*, y;(*) = -4, Y* '(*) = a I (9) 

i.e., in (1) we set nl(*) = - u,(*)=&. If we compute the programmed maximin y+* for the dif- 
ferential game (9), (2), (3), we obtain 

Y* =YI* (10) 

Let P* be the value of differential game (l)-_(3) and P,,.* be the value of differential 
game (9), (2), (3). In game (9), (2), (3) there are additional constraints on the first 
pursuer. Therefore, 

P* GP** (11) 

It is well known that a differential game's value and the programmed maximin are related 
by the inequality 

P* >P*, P** >VY** (12) 

If the equation 

holds, then 

Let us 

always hold 

P** = Y*c* (13) 

from (lo)-(12) it follows that 

P* = Y* 
prove (13). The equations 

y,(l) (t) = -y,r*) (t), y*(l) (t) = y*(2) (t) 

for system (9). The verification of (13) reduces to verifying the u-stability 
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property /l/ for the function Y++, i.e., for any position (t,, Y,, z*} of game (g), (2), (3) 
and for any function V(t)(t, <tt<t*) we can find a function ~((t)(t,,< t.< t*) such that the pair 
of controls will take system (91, (2), (3) from position {t,,Y,,z,} to position {t*,Y*,z*) 

y* = y (t*), z* = z(f) 

such that the inequality 

Y** (P, Y*, 2') Q Y*+ (t*V Y,, z*) (14) 

is satisfied. The following cases are possible. 
1) Suppose that at the initial instant player E is strictly inside the triangle P]A*P,. 

Note that if the function vLI is differentiable in a neighbourhood of the position being 
examined, then to prove (14) we can make use of the fundamental equation of differential game 
theory. In the case being examined we set y** = y1, where 'iI is a differentiable function. 
We introduce the notation 

r = ((v (8 - t))z - zl*)'j', 91 = z2 + r 

R, = ((Pl - Y*)" + !J,?'h, Yl = R1 - p (6 - t) 

We find the partial derivatives of the functions 

artat = -9 (43 - t) lr, ariaz, = zl/r 
aq,iat = -4 (i3 - t)h, aq,iaz, = -2,/r, aq,/az, = 1 

a&lay, = y,l&, H?,iay, = -(ql - y,)iR, 

aR,laq, = (41 - YJR,, aR,i% = -(ql - Y*) d(RA 

aR,/ah = (ql - y,)iR,, a-h/at = p - Y* 09 - th - Y,Y 
U&r) 

ayl/ay, = YJR,, way, = -(q1 - Y,)/RI 
*lia2, = -(q1 - Y*) z,lRr, ay,h = (41 - Y,YRI 

The fundamental equation has the form 

ay,iat + min ((ay,/ay,) 4 + pfl/ayl) 14 + m;x wdazd 4 + (ada 4) = 0 u 
Since Z, >Ye, we have Ql - Yt > 0. Hence it follows that 

min ((ay,/aY,) ul+ (ay,/aY,) uI) = -p 

mix ((%&) v1 + (*Ja%) VJ = va (6 - t)(ql - Y,)MQ) 
D 

Thus, the fundamental equation is satisfied. Similarly we can verify that the fundamental 
equation for positions of E located strictly inside the triangle P,A,P, is satisfied. 

2) We consider the other case for game (9), (21, and (3). Let the positions of players 
Pi and E be such that either inequalities (5) are not satisfied or P,“=P,“. This signifies 
that either the evader E is outside the quadrangle Pld*PC* or the initial positions of the 
pursuers coincide. In both cases game (9), (2), (3) degenerates into a one-to-one game for 
which the validity of (14) is obvious. 

3) Let us consider further the positions belonging to the singular set S defined above. 
we specify auxiliary controls of pursuers P,by the following expressions: 

u(i) (t, $0, 2, v (t)) = {(-l)i+l (II* - (vp (t))')? v, (t)1 

If I v, (t) I < p I q - Y&Q I / ((YlV -I- (q - YmT’* 

IO (t, y(i), 2, v (t)) = {- pyp/((yl(i))z + (q - yrV)l” 

p (q - yr(‘))/((y1W -I- (q - YP’)W 

if 

I 4 (t) I > P I q - YP I /((Yl(‘))* + (!I - y,(i))*)‘/* (i = 1, 2) 

where g is the same as in (6). 

(15) 

(16) 

3a) Suppose that during some sufficiently small interval At player E uses the control 
v (t) = {vl (t ), ut (t)} , and I v1 (t) I Q v, V, (t) = 0. Then at the instant t -I- At it is found at 
the point E'. (Fig-Z). In this case the pursuers Pi choose the extremal controls u(')(t, Y(l), 5. 

v 0)) described in (15) and directed along the vector PIE. PlayersPi move in accordance 
with these controls until one of them reaches player E. In the case when the coordinates of 
one of the Picoincide with the evader's coordinates, game (9), (21, (3) degenerates into the 
two-player game considered in paragraph 2. If the evader chooses a control as shown above, 
he does not act optimally and the controls ~(1) work against him in the sense that the value 
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Y** is reduced . 

I I 
0 e, 0 4r 

Fig.2 Fig.3 

It is necessary to prove that (Fig.2) 

l-4' P1'l>lPI'A'l 

where P," is the location of the pursuer P,at the instant t+ At in the case when E moves 
with maximum speed towards the point A*(o,(I*), while P, applies the control U(l) (t. p, I, ” (t)), 
corresponding to this case, having the form (15). We put 

T=v- t, a = 1 y,(‘)l, b = 111 1, v = u, U), I t I <v 

It is necessary to prove the inequality 

((vTP - b2 + as)"' - pAt>((v(T- At))*- (b-CAt)*+(ra-~At)f~/L 

It is sufficient to prove the inequality 

P ((vV - La + o+* < v (VT - b) + cap 

The truth ofthelatter inequality follows at once from the relations 

VT- b>O,v>p, ((VT)?-b’+a*)“‘<vT--+a 

Hence it follows that in the case being examined, as a result of the actions of the evader 
mentioned, the controls ~(o(t, y('), I, u (t)) prescribed by relation (15) furnish the pursuers Pi 
with a result better than Y*;. 

3b) Now, during some sufficiently small interval At, let E use the control 

u (0 = (4 (Q* UP (019 4 (0 > 0 

satisfying condition (15). Then, according to (15), player &chooses the control 

Y (t) = {a (Q, Ut V)l. ua (t) = v, (4 

After a time At player PI is in position P,’ (Fig.3). It is necessary to prove the inequality 

IA l P,'l>lP,'A' l 
Put 

Q = I ~1~') I, b = 1.11 I 
and let tp.a,b be the angles between the vectors EE’,P,A: P,P,’ , respectively, and the q1 axis. 
The inequality to be proved takes the form 

((v~)g-bbg1_n2)'l~--At>((v(T-At))'- (b- OAtcos$$'+(a- pAtcos8)*)"'. Iv'ldv (17) 

From the constraints on ur(t) in (15) it follows that 

0 <rp d arcsin (p (sin a/C)), p sin a < V, 
pAtsin b = BAtsin* 

It is sufficient to prove the inequality' 

((vT)~ - b’ + ua)“’ < (v/p) (VT - b cos V + o ((p/v)* - sin2 V)"') (18) 

The minimum of the right-hand side of (18)is reached when 

rp = arcsin ((p sin a)h) 

Thus, (17) is satisfied if the inequality 

((VT)'- b’+o*)‘l’<vT- b+o 

holds. The truth of the latter inequality is easily established. 
Thus, we have proved the u-stability property of the function y,,+. Hence, we have proved 

that the programmed maxfmin ys is identical with the value of differential game (l)-(3). 
Note that all the constructions in the paper can be generalized to the case when p >v, 

i.e., the pursuers have the advantage in speed. The function Y* can be investigated on the 
singular set S using the results obtained in /2/. 
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ON A DIFFERENTIAL ENCOUNTER GAME* 

V.A. VIAZGIN 

A game of the encounter of two objects subject to viscous friction and 
control forces is examined. The sufficient conditions for the equality 
of the game's value to the programmed maximin are obtained under constraints 
of a general form. 

A positional encounter game is described by differential equations with constraints on 
the admissible controls (V, is a compactum) 

s-1 x yj, y*j = - k,yj + d, j = 1, 2 (1) 

tj, yj, uj E E”; uj ez lJj, k, > 0 

by the termination time T and by a payoff functional minimizable by the first player and 
maximizable by the second 

I(21 (.), z* (*)) = 1) zz (T) - d (T)II, zj = (i, y') (2) 

The formalization of the game is completed by the concepts and constructions in /l, 2/: posi- 
tion strategies, constructive motions, and game value. 

Let GT = (- s, r] X E"', Yr (to, z,,l, zO*) be the value of game (l), (2) from the initial 

position (to, zol, zgz) E GT, XT’ (to, ~0’) be the set of points sj = *j(T) inpwhich all possible 

motions Zj (.), d (to) = ZoJ, can hit at instant t = T . We introduce into consideration the 
quantity (the programmed maximin) 

It is required to find the conditions under which 

YT (to, z,,*, zg') = er (to, zol, z,") V (to, %*? zo2) = Go (3) 

In the isotropic case, i.e., when 

lJ, = {IL’ E E” / (1 U’ 1) < Fj), j = 1, 2 (4) 

a complete solution of the game is given in /3/; the sufficient conditions for (3) to be satis- 
fied in this case have been given in /l, 2, 4/. We remark that the results mentioned do not 
carry over directly to the case of arbitrary Uj. 
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